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About the Wikimedia Foundation

Role: Protect the sustainability of the Wikimedia  
sites, support our community and  lead 
initiatives to help achieve our vision 

Not-for-profit organization based in San 
Francisco, USA; 80 staff as of July 2011

Budget for 2011/12 of US$28 million

Supported primarily by 500,000+ donors who 
give an average of ~$25 to our annual campaign

34 affiliated, but independent chapter 
organizations around the world



By 2015:

Increase the total number of people served 
to 1 billion

Increase the amount of information we offer 
to 50 million Wikipedia articles

Increase the percentage of material 
assessed as 'high' or 'very high' quality 
by 25 percent

Increase the number of active editors to 
200,000

Increase the number of Global South 
editors to 37 percent and double the 
percentage of female editors to 25 percent

Link to the Strategic Plan

Wikimedia's strategic plan

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/foundation/c/c0/WMF_StrategicPlan2011_spreads.pdf


Monthly unique visitors 425,000,000

Articles available 19,000,000+

Photo and A/V Media 
files available 6,000,000+

Contributors to 
Wikipedia since 

inception
1,335,675

Active contributors each 
month 88,000

Our stats: #5 on the web; a community



A limitless way to find and share knowledge

By United States Air Force photo by Senior Airman Joshua Strang [Public domain], via 
Wikimedia Commons



A neutral point of view using verifiable 
facts, seeking truth

By Rudolf Bruner-Dvořák (1864 - 1921) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons



Demonstrating the power of people to do great 
things

By Lilian Wagdy (DSC_9245  Uploaded by The Egyptian Liberal) [CC-BY-2.0 
(www.creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)], via Wikimedia Commons



By Tinucherian (Tinucherian) [GFDL (www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html) or CC-BY-3.0 (www.creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0)], 
via Wikimedia Commons

People are Wikipedia, Wikipedia is people



Video: Nice people



Free as in 
Ice cream...

By Julian Fong (Natural Viagra) [CC-BY-SA-2.0 
(www.creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0)], via Wikimedia Commons

...ad-free experience on 
the web

By Tudokin (Own work) [CC-BY-SA-3.0 
(www.creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via 
Wikimedia Commons



Our knowledge carries few copyright restrictions
Creative Commons Deed

You are free:

to Share—to copy, distribute and transmit the work, and

to Remix—to adapt the work

Under the following conditions:

Attribution—You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or licensor (but 
not in any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the work.)

Share Alike—If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the resulting 
work only under the same, similar or a compatible license.

With the understanding that:

Waiver—Any of the above conditions can be waived if you get permission from the copyright holder.

Other Rights—In no way are any of the following rights affected by the license:

your fair dealing or fair use rights;

the author's moral rights; and

rights other persons may have either in the work itself or in how the work is used, such as publicity or privacy
rights.

Notice—For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license terms of this work. The best 
way to do that is with a link to http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/

Complete license is here: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Text_of_Creative_Commons_Attribution-
ShareAlike_3.0_Unported_License

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Literary_adaptation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Attribution_(copyright)
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/licensor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waiver
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fair_dealing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fair_use
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moral_rights_(copyright_law)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personality_rights
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Privacy_law
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


by Rodrigo Paoletti (Own work) CC-BY, via Flickr

Beacon for the open and free Internet and a belief 
that knowledge wants to be free



At the heart of it for me: Knowledge = freedom 
and opportunity

By Masae (Own work) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons



Barry Newstead
 Wikimedia Foundation

bnewstead@wikimedia.org
●@bazanews

Thank you

mailto:bnewstead@wikimedia.org


Arabic Wikipedia: A work in progress

Articles available 142,000

Active contributors (>5 
edits)

519

Very active contributors 
(>100 edits) 66

Administrators 22



Arabic Wikipedia: Where readers  and 
contributors come from

Saudi Arabia

Egypt

Algeria

Morocco

Jordan

Kuwait

Tunisia

Qatar

UAE

Other MENA

Outside MENA

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3

Contributors
Readers

% of total readers/contributors to Arabic WP 

Source:stats.wikimedia.org, Q1 2011



Opportunities to catalyze growth

Global Education Program: Bringing Wikipedia into the 
university classroom environment

Academic outreach: Mainstreaming Wikipedia editing in 
the academic environment 

[Edit] campaigns: Inform a wider citizenry of the 
importance and value of the Arabic Wikipedia and create 
a call to contribute

Community building: Create opportunities for local 
interest groups (e.g., ornothologists, ) to integrate 
Wikipedia editing into their activities; build bonds among 
Wikipedians

Technology improvement: Arabic language solutions, 
build new UX and mobile experience
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